__ staff departures: Donald Rumsfeld, Karl Rove, Alberto Gonzales
__ was accused of and denied developing nuclear weapon materials
Some toys produced in China were found to have __-based paints
NFL star Michael __ was arrested for participating in dogfighting
Barry __ was indicted for alleged steroid use in baseball
2008 Democrats: __, Edwards, Hillary, Richardson, Kucinich
__ launched the A380 superjumbo transport aircraft
Bob __ finished hosting The Price Is Right after 35 years
The __ hit stores to the excitement of Apple and AT&T customers
The __ __ beat the Colorado Rockies in the World Series
The southeastern U.S. saw high __ temperatures and very little rain
Britney and __ dominated gossip headlines with their behavior
OJ __ got in legal trouble again for allegedly stealing collectibles
Global __ caught more attention than ever, with some progress
2008 Republicans: __, Romney, Thompson, McCain, Paul, Giuliani
Debate continued over __ spending and troop deployments in Iraq
The U.S. __ crisis damaged domestic and international markets
The government of __ received U.S. aid and transitional pressure
The New England __ concluded a perfect season of 16-0
Martin __ won an Oscar after 43 years of directing
TV show "The __" had its series finale
The __ writers' strike affected the production of most TV shows
Halo 3 for __'s Xbox 360 was released after much anticipation
Died: Luciano __, Kurt Vonnegut, Norman Mailer, Benazir Bhutto
__ USA faced criticism for its security services in Iraq
Wildfires caused millions in damages to Southern __
__ __ and the Deathly Hallows concluded the series on July 21
A bridge collapse in __ caused the nation to question its infrastructure
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